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a b s t r a c t

Rolling contact fatigue (RCF) and wear are inevitable in the wheel/rail system, but resulting failures and
derailments need not also be inevitable. Understanding why and under which conditions broken rails
and derailments are likely to occur will focus research, inspection and maintenance efforts to minimize
their probability. RCF leads to many broken rails, and rails with severe RCF damage are difficult to inspect.
Yet wear reduces the extent of crack growth and hence can be beneficial in some cases. On the other
hand, wear changes wheel and rail profiles, may expose virgin material to contact stresses, and reduces
the section strength, which may lead to higher stress from bending and torsion. These influences are
explored together with case studies of operational derailments. Based on this information and the cur-
rent state of the art – both theoretical and practical – a number of issues are raised which need to be
addressed through further developments in understanding and mitigating strategies to reduce the risk of
failures from RCF and wear.

Crown Copyright & 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Despite the increasing use of improved rail steels and main-
tenance practices, rails still fail and the costs of rail and wheel
maintenance, inspection and replacement due to wear and rolling
contact fatigue (RCF) are well acknowledged (e.g. Ref. [1]). But
wear and RCF also contribute to broken rails. These are quite
common in many railways and in North America roughly one in
every 3001 results in a derailment. While many rails break at
welds, a large number fail at transverse defects, which for the
purposes of this paper, are defined as [2];

A type of fatigue that has developed in a plane transverse to the
cross-sectional area of the rail head. Development can be normal
or in multiple stages prior to failure. The transverse defect is only
identified by the nondestructive inspection process, unless the
defect has progressed to the rail running surface and has cracked
out.

In either case, clean (straight) breaks are usually not a problem
– the gap that arises can often be spanned by the passing wheels,
particularly if the overall track condition is good. Broken rail
derailments are most likely to result when a length of rail is

affected by several transverse defects, such that one breaks and
subsequent impact loading causes other nearby locations to frac-
ture and a longer loss of running surface occurs. One of the most
well-known examples of this was the Hatfield incident in the
United Kingdom (UK) in October 2000 [3], when a high speed
passenger train derailed as a result of multiple rail breaks from RCF
damage, resulting in the loss of four lives and injuries to a further
70 individuals.

Some recent examples of derailments caused by RCF include:

i. Ellicott City, Maryland, USA: August 20, 2012.
A train derailed immediately in advance of a bridge, with two
trespassers on the bridge being killed. The rail fractured at the
point of derailment due to a transverse defect that initiated at
gauge corner head checks. Several other fractures followed over
a 5 m length, breaking the rail into several fragments. The lar-
gest defect found was relatively small – 24% of the head area.
Less than 1.5 million gross tons (MGT) of traffic passed between
ultrasonic inspection and failure.

ii. Columbus, Ohio USA: July 11, 2012.
A train travelling through a 9.1 degree curve at 27 mph derailed
when the rail fractured under the train. There was a release of
hazardous goods and fire. The probable cause of the accident
was a broken rail that exhibited evidence of rolling contact
fatigue. Fifteen transverse defects were found amongst the 35
pieces of rail recovered from the derailment site, ranging in size
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from 5–70% head area. In all but one case head checking and
flaking was also noted. The rail was well worn.

iii. Bates, South Australia, June 10, 2007.
A freight train derailment near Bates in South Australia caused
significant damage to the track and rolling stock. Of 10 wagons
that separated from the train, four overturned. The investiga-
tion found that a broken rail, emanating from a transverse rail
defect, had probably caused the derailment [4].

iv. Gainford, Alberta, Canada, October 19, 2013.
Thirteen cars containing crude oil and liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) derail as the high rail of this 550 m radius curve breaks
into several pieces. Two cars containing LPG were breached and
ignited. About 185 m of track was destroyed, 106 homes evac-
uated, 1 home damaged. The high rail was near its wear limits,
showed heavy surface fatigue and was later found to have
many transverse defects [5].

v. Storsund–Koler, Sweden: May 11, 2013. A freight train derails
and causes massive damage and traffic disruptions. The indi-
cated cause was rail breaks setting out from longitudinal
cracking of the rail, which had been in operation since 1978 [6].

Transverse crack growth and subsequent broken rails can result
from a combination of several factors, including track geometry
[e.g. Section 4.3 of Ref. [7]], environment (especially cold weather)
[8], and the characteristics of the rail material such as residual
stress levels [9]. The complex interaction of these (and other)
factors is one reason that despite the abundance of rolling contact
fatigue cracks in a system, relatively few lead to a broken rail, and
fortunately only very few of these lead to a derailment.

2. ICRI focus

An International Collaborative Research Initiative (ICRI) speci-
fically focused on RCF and wear of rails and wheels started a
project in 2014 to look at rail safety related issues. One effort was
to perform an international review of transverse defects to see if
there were commonalities. This work, coordinated by Chalmers
University [10], compared operational experiences of cracked and
broken rails from China, Russia, South Africa, Sweden, UK and
United States. They found some consistency in the depth at which
a surface crack turns downwards into a transverse propagation.
Still, that depth of 5 mm had considerable scatter that is no doubt
affected by the type of steel, profile, friction conditions, etc. This
compilation of experiences has uncovered several areas where
knowledge is insufficient, including the initiation and early growth
of surface cracks, the influence of various (operational, material,
structural, etc.) factors on the propensity for transverse propaga-
tion, and the causes and mechanism of final fracture including the
propensity for secondary rail breaks. One aspect which is, how-
ever, expected to be common is that conditions which result in the
development of RCF damage over extended lengths of rails (for
example, the high rails in curved track) are more likely to develop
multiple transverse defects and hence pose a greater risk of sec-
ondary rail breaks and resulting derailments.

3. RCF and wear

RCF is direct contributor to broken rails through two primary
mechanisms:

� RCF defects are the root cause in many broken rail derailments.
An evaluation of freight derailments in the European Union,
USA and Russia ranked it as one of the top eight causes [11],
with statistics in the USA suggesting that RCF is the cause of

roughly 10% of all derailments [12] (the number would be
greater if weld failures due to RCF were added).

� Surface cracking can seriously compromise the effectiveness of
automated internal flaw detection systems. This could result in
the inability to test some portion or all of the rail head, or to
give false signal indications.

Wear is not by itself a primary cause of broken rail derailments,
but can be a contributor in several ways, including:

� Heavy head and side wear alter the cross section and the global
and local head bending behaviour, particularly under high axle
loads [13].

� Heavy wear in heat treated rail grades can expose rail material
with lower strength than that of the outer hardened region,
especially in older steels. This increases the sensitivity to RCF
damage. When combined with the effects of increasing head
loss on bending stresses, the risk of transverse defects is further
increased [14,15].

� Periodic wear (corrugation) may induce significantly increased
dynamic loads that increase the risk of (subsurface initiated)
RCF failures [16]. For rails, this is perhaps most clearly evidenced
by the link between corrugation and the formation of squats
[17] and squat type defects.

� Wear will alter rail and wheel profiles, which alters wheel/rail
contact conditions and hence may increase the rate at which
RCF initiates and also the subsequent (shallow) crack growth
in rails.

In contrast, wear can also reduce the apparent crack growth
rate and may be beneficial [18]. In some cases wear may alter the
profile thus moving the contact patch away from the highly
stressed region and reducing the crack growth rate. If this hap-
pens, the crack growth rate can decrease substantially [19]. A
similar outcome is achievable by using rail grinding to alter rail
profiles to facilitate less severe wheel/rail contact conditions in the
vicinity of pre-existing RCF defects [20].

However, to decrease the detrimental influence of rail breaks as
operational conditions get ever more severe, further improve-
ments in knowledge, predictive abilities and implementation will
be needed.

4. RCF as a direct cause of broken rails

Rails may break from various initial defects, including from
cracks that form at the rail base, bolt holes, wheel burns, etc.
Breaks may also develop from cracks that propagate from internal
flaws resulting from the manufacturing process (e.g. hydrogen
defects and non-metallic inclusions). References [2,21] provide
summaries of typical defect types associated with broken rails.
Here we focus on transverse defects.

We further tighten our focus to include only those transverse
defects that are initiated by RCF such as squats, head checking and
gauge corner collapse.

Squats develop from surface initiated cracks in the crown of the
rail that propagate at a gentle slope to the rail surface. When they
reach a depth of 3–5 mm they can deviate into the railhead and
initiate a break. Squats have not lately been a large cause of broken
rails, largely because the depression in the railhead associated
with squats (also called “dark spot” [22]) is readily visible and
since not all squat-type defects show a tendency to transverse
deviation [23]. For example, in a review of squats on four European
railroads in the late 1990s, in only one case were squats found to
be within the top four causes of broken rails [24]. But squats are a
large economic concern in Europe, Asia and Australia, for example,
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representing nearly 50% of defects and responsible for 20% of rail
removals at one Japanese railway [25]. Regular grinding to pre-
ventively remove a thin layer of damaged material from the rail
surface has proven effective in preventing rail squats [26] and
squat type defects.

Head checking is the result of progressive plastic flow of near
surface material as a result of high contact stress and large trac-
tions. This is well described in many publications, including [27].
The result is a regular series of cracks, usually located towards the
gauge corner of the high rail and crown or field side of low rail (see
Fig. 1).

Gauge corner collapse refers to yield of the rail gauge corner
under heavy concentrated loading near the rail edge. This is
depicted in Fig. 2 and analyzed in [28].

In all cases, as the fatigue cracks propagate further below the
running surface of the rail they are increasingly influenced by
bending stresses. With wear of the rail head, these bending
stresses may increase. Deep RCF cracks are affected by these
longitudinal stresses which promote a transition from Mode II/
Mode III growth behaviour to Mode I behaviour [18]. Subsequent
transverse crack growth may eventually cause a rail break.

Whereas the squat and RCF cracking are externally visible, the
transverse crack growing within the rail head, whether originated

Fig. 1. Common wear and checking conditions on curved rails.

Fig. 2. The mechanism of gauge corner collapse.
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by surface or subsurface failure, is much more insidious since it
hides beneath the surface of the rail giving little or no outward
indication of its existence. In the same review of four European
agencies [24], three of the four agencies list transverse defects as
the leading cause of broken rails, accounting for roughly 40% of
failures in each case.

Since the Hatfield incident in 2000, awareness of broken rails
from rolling contact fatigue has significantly increased in Europe
and extensive re-railing improvements to track geometry and
regular rail grinding have eased broken rail concerns. But the
transverse defect remains a threat, especially on heavy haul rail-
ways, as the derailment examples at the start of the paper illus-
trate. Transverse defects from rolling contact fatigue can be initi-
ated in several ways:

1. Excessive loading near the rail gauge corner overstresses and
can cause yield along an arc of collapse. The resulting deep
seated shell when combined with an internal flaw may initiate a
transverse crack (see Fig. 3). Initiators have historically been
non-metallic inclusions [29], which are now much less common
due to improvements in steel-making technology. But even in
the absence of inclusions, and in well-lubricated conditions,
gauge corner collapse can occur.

2. Surface initiated RCF cracks [30] that grow into the rail head
under repeated loading may eventually turn transverse in
response to a combination of contact loading, bending, thermal
and residual stresses (see Fig. 4).

3. Transverse defect can also form by mechanisms that are not
strictly RCF. For example, the “reverse TD” has recently emerged

in North America as a cause of broken rails, derailment and rail
replacement. It develops from a “cold-rolled” plastic lip that
develops at the bottom of the gauge face (see Fig. 5A) and
appears to be initiated by fracture of the plastic lip and

Fig. 3. Transverse defect initiated by a deep seated shell from gauge corner
collapse.

Fig. 4. Transverse defect developed from gauge corner cracking.

Fig. 5. Examples of transverse defect forms that are not directly the result of RCF.
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subsequent propagation under a yet to be fully understood
stress regime. An analysis of the growth behavior of these
defects has indicated that loss of rail head height has a major
effect on growth rates [31]. However these types of defects have
also been found recently in new rail with little head wear and
only modest total gauge face wear. Another mechanism for
transverse defects is very large tensile spikes that can develop at
stress raisers in the underhead radius and cause cracks to
initiate and grow from underneath the head. Defects of this
type are not expected to develop in plain rail sections, since
under normal circumstances there are no stress raisers present
in this region. However fatigue defects can develop in both flash
butt and aluminothermic welds. In the former, the stress
concentrators can take the form of flow lips from the shearing
or trimming process; in aluminothermic welds, initiation occurs
at cold laps or defects at the edge of the weld collar [32]. In both
cases the presence of elevated residual stresses from the
welding process contributes to the initiation and propagation
of fatigue cracks, while head wear increases the bending
stresses that propagate the transverse crack. There may also
be additive localized tensile stresses where the rail head bends
at the web, the magnitude of which can vary with the wheel/rail
contact conditions [33]. Examples in flash butt and alumi-
nothermic welds are included in Fig. 5B and C, respectively.

The transverse defect from gauge corner collapse appears fre-
quently on heavy freight railroads [10], with European passenger
mixed/freight lines experiencing more failures from gauge corner
cracking. Statistics from one North American freight railroad
showed that between 2010 and 2015, the broken rails due to
transverse defects were less than 4% on the low rail, about 30% on
the high leg, and 65% in tangent track. Transverse defects that
occasionally occur on tangent track most often resemble those of
Figs. 3 and 4 on high rails, exhibiting a gauge side initiation point
and hence being caused by gauge corner loading and/or extensive
gauge face plastic flow. Consequently, the tangent defects are most
common in the proximity of switches or areas of tight track gauge
or track warp errors. The root causes are high gauge corner contact
stresses and saturated creepage, possibly supplemented by
metallurgical issues. The high creepages are understood to result
from sudden changes in the position of the wheel/rail contact that
produce rapid changes in rolling radius and large frictional trac-
tion [34].

Derailments at broken rails from transverse defects generally
require at least two nearby defects such that one break leads to
battering at nearby locations, additional fractures and then lengths
of rail, sometimes metres in length, are lost. Often large clusters of
defects infect a rail. Explanations for clustering include:

� Track geometry errors that cause most or all passing wheelsets
to exert high dynamic forces at the same point on track, over-
stressing the rail.

� Insufficient rail grinding. This may occur, for example, around
obstructions such as switches and crossings, where mainline
production grinders must raise stones to avoid destroying either
the track component or the grinding stones. These areas of
track, often about 15 m to either side of the feature, incur sta-
tistically greater failure rates due to the combination of poor
track geometry and more severe RCF. This topic is a current
subject of study in North America.

� A length of old or poor metallurgy rail, sometimes 12 m or less
in length that is found amongst otherwise “normal” quality
parent rail. Being softer or having greater numbers of inclusions,
its rates of plastic flow, wear, or fatigue are greater than adja-
cent rail. But these short lengths, such as an older plug rail, are

not practical to treat in isolation, for example through grinding,
without over-grinding adjacent rail. Such rail should be identi-
fied and planned for accelerated removal.

� Clusters of defects can infect whole curves if, for example, there
is consistently poor metallurgy, lubrication, track geometry, and
profiles. The current reverse TD has been found in large num-
bers through a single curve.

Considering clusters at a smaller scale, theoretical analyses
indicate that crack tip shielding occurs, which reduces the stress
intensity factor at the crack tip as the number of cracks in a cluster
increases [35]. This effect is initially beneficial. However, as crack
growth progresses one crack typically becomes dominant and
grows ahead of the other cracks. The beneficial shielding effect is
then lost.

5. RCF and the reliability of rail flaw detection

The ability of ultrasonic equipment to effectively detect flaws
like transverse defects is complicated by surface anomalies and
heavy wear. Poor surface condition adds noise to the collected
ultrasonic and induction signals that can mask defects [36]. Fur-
thermore, shelling, plastic flow “slivers” and head checking inter-
fere with the entry and exit of acoustic energy, especially when
they are directly between the emitter and the internal defect [37].

Wear patterns on the rail change the way that the ultrasonic
beam is reflected within the rail head. Extreme patterns deflect
the incident beam in unpredictable ways, increasing the possibility
of not intersecting a defect, especially one that is near the gauge
face of the rail. Changes in the incident angle of the ultrasonic
beam (for example, as a result of incorrect calibration or wear of
the ultrasonic equipment) can cause mode conversion [38] where
a surface wave is created that may give a return off the surface
fatigue that is mistakenly read as transverse defect (“false
positive”).

In addition to the above factors, the probability of detecting a
transverse defect below surface cracking is influenced by the
growth behaviour and hence overall shape of the internal defect.
For example, under wheel–rail conditions that develop consider-
able lateral bending of the rail head, transverse defects may also
tend to propagate across the rail head (for example, as shown in
Fig. 6A as compared with Fig. 6B). These defects are readily
detected once they extend out from under the region of surface
cracking.

Deviations in the plane of fatigue crack propagation can also
influence the apparent size of the defects (i.e. relative to the ver-
tical direction). Referring again to the examples shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, the fatigue crack gradually changes direction over the
first 10 mm below the running surface, and hence the angle
between the incident beam and the crack plane varies.

Increased reliability of flaw detection can be achieved by:

� Refining the ultrasonic sensor configuration to improve detec-
tion in the presence of poor surface condition. One approach is
to fire the incident beam at an area on the rail that has both
more consistent geometry and is less likely to have heavy fati-
gue (e.g. more towards the rail crown rather than the gauge
corner), at angles more likely to intercept an internal flaw [37].
While this approach makes it possible to test under the region
affected by surface cracking, the change in orientation of the
ultrasonic signal (relative to the travel direction) often necessi-
tates a reduced testing speed.

� Exploring other technologies such as longitudinal guided waves
that propagate along the rail length and can run underneath any
shallow surface defects [39]. While this approach has been
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proposed for detection of fatigue cracks in the rail foot, the
presence of surface cracking on the running surface may result
in “false positives” as discussed previously in the context of
surface waves.

� Minimizing the presence of heavy RCF. There have been
numerous publications on this subject that discuss the role of
profiles that lower stress and improve steering, RCF resistant
rail steels, friction management, improved track geometry and
rail grinding.

While heavy surface fatigue is known to pose a problem for
ultrasonic rail flaw detection, leading in some cases to “no-tests”,
no studies exist that establish the RCF severity at which this
happens.

6. Influence of wear on vertical dynamic loads and RCF

Wear may have a significant influence on the dynamic vertical
wheel/rail interaction (the related influence on lateral dynamics is
discussed in Section 7). This interaction is very obvious in cases of
corrugated rails and/or out-of-round (OOR) railway wheels.

Corrugated rails are especially important factors with respect to
RCF at fairly high-speed operations with speeds from 200 km/h
and above. The periodic excitation caused by short-pitch corru-
gation under such circumstances will result in repeated high
dynamic forces (typically up to some 30% above dynamic forces in
a non-corrugated state [16]). In particular the excitation will occur
for frequency ranges between some 200 to 1000 Hz [40]. This is a

complicating factor since standard measurements and simulations
usually do not capture such high frequency loads. Consequently
the phenomenon has a tendency to come as an unwanted surprise
when operations at higher speeds commence. In particular the
high (peak) vertical force magnitudes due to corrugation will
increase the risk of subsurface initiated rolling contact fatigue [16].
This phenomenon, which also requires the presence of material
defects, may in wheels be manifested in the detachment of a large
piece of the wheel tread. For rails the consequence of subsurface
initiated RCF may be a transverse fracture or squat/stud initiation,
as discussed above.

The influence of wear-induced OOR wheels is most clearly
manifested in the extreme case of a wheel flat, which will induce
very high impact forces. The higher contact stresses will naturally
have an adverse effect on the wheel. However, in most cases of
larger wheel flats, the bearings and other equipment tend to fail
before the wheels. For more moderate OOR, the case may be dif-
ferent as load magnitudes are lower, but usually influence over a
longer time [41]. The higher forces from OOR wheels will naturally
also increase the deterioration of rails. However, since severe OOR
wheels are generally rare, the effect on rail crack growth is mod-
erate. In contrast, wheels with severe OOR will have a significant
effect on the risk of complete rail fracture in the presence of
existing large defects in the rail [42] and especially under condi-
tions of large tensile stresses during cold weather [8].

7. Influence of wear on lateral dynamic loads and RCF

Worn profiles will influence steering capabilities of operating
vehicles. This is apparent in the case of hollow worn wheels,
where there may be a loss of conicity that decreases wheelset
steering in curves. Higher lateral forces and poor contact geome-
tries arise as the vehicle is forced to negotiate the curve in spite of
the reduced steering, see e.g. [43]. The end result is typically
severe RCF on the wheel tread and increased RCF impact on the
rail. In the same manner, poor rail geometry may result in similar
poor steering through curves.

A related phenomenon occurs if wheel wear or improper truing
practices has resulted in diameter differences between wheels on
the same axle. The result is often seen as severe flange wear on
one wheel and heavy RCF damage on the opposite wheel [44,45].
The same can occur with bogie alignment issues [46]. Further, RCF
damage on the rail and switches and crossings also tends to
increase [44].

8. Effect of wear on wheel/rail contact geometry and rcf
formation

The influence of wear on the contact geometry can be bene-
ficial in that mismatched wheel and rail profiles can adapt towards
each other, a process referred to as "wear in". The increased con-
formality between the surfaces increases the contact patch size,
which reduces contact stress magnitudes and consequently the
propensity for RCF formation. Unfortunately that same con-
formality can be a cause of rail corrugation [47], hunting and
higher wear of the gauge corner and gauge face of rail [48].

In contrast, wear that tends to decrease the size of the contact
patch will increase the propensity for subsequent crack formation
and wear. The picture is complicated by the fact that wear patterns
on a piece of rail will evolve as a response to the spectrum of
traversing wheel profiles (each with their own set of contact for-
ces). Consequently, although the worn profile may cause low RCF
and wear for the majority of passing wheels, it may induce very

Fig. 6. Two transverse defects – the first having a crack plane much more angled
from vertical.
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high RCF and wear on some wheels that poorly match the
worn rail.

Similarly, the worn wheel profile develops as a response to
traversed rail profiles, which may result in very high RCF or wear
on some less compatible rail sections.

9. Heavy wear can expose vulnerable steel

In older heat-treated rail steels, the off-line head hardening
process results in a shallower depth of hardening compared to
premium rail steels manufactured using an in-line hardening
process. In the former, the depth of the hardened region can be
roughly 20–25 mm in depth, below which there is a softer heat-
affected zone (HAZ), as shown in Fig. 7. When used in rail systems
which allow relatively high rail wear limits [9], this can result in
the lower hardness region being subjected to higher contact stress
levels.

The lower hardness region is much more vulnerable to sub-
surface plastic flow, gauge corner collapse and to transverse defect
initiation (e.g. Fig. 8).

10. Heavy wear promotes higher internal stresses

Wear of the rail head reduces the cross sectional area of the rail
head, and hence leads to increased bending stresses throughout
the rail section. But more specifically, increasing head wear leads
to higher stresses in the rail head resulting from the local bending
response of the rail head on the web [30]. The magnitude of these
stresses is particularly sensitive to offset vertical loads and tan-
gential forces in the lateral direction. The effect of these conditions
on the distribution of bending stresses within the head of the rail
has been quantified [33]. An example is shown in Fig. 9 for the
case of a 20 mm offset of the vertical load from the rail centre.

11. Competition between wear and crack formation

As cracks initiate and grow into the rail, it is possible for wear
to truncate them as fast as or faster than they develop. If the wear
rate exceeds the crack growth rate into the material, cracks are
progressively removed and the deterioration will be dominated by
wear. To capture this phenomenon in numerical predictions a
damage function can be introduced [49]. Alternatively, separate
wear and RCF evaluations can be carried out [50] to establish
which mechanism that dominates the overall response. The
practical implications of the wear/RCF competition on rail and
wheel maintenance have been explored in [51] using the concept
of a magic, or optimal, wear rate.

Fig. 7. Rail hardness may be significantly lower in the lower part of the rail head, especially in older head-hardened rail steels manufactured using an off-line hardening
process.

Fig. 8. Transverse defect that initiated from RCF at the gauge corner of heavily-
worn, off-line treated head hardened rail.
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The environment, particularly the presence of water, lubricants
and friction modifiers, can have a large impact on the relative rates
of wear and RCF. Disc-on-disc testing has clearly demonstrated a
dramatic increase in RCF due to water at the contact interface [52].
Lubricants have a similarly profound effect on wear [53] with
reductions in wear rates under proper lubrication being greater
than 10 fold. But lubricants also serve as an accelerant to surface
breaking cracks by reducing the crack face friction [54]. Friction
modifiers have shown to significantly reduce rates of wear and
crack initiation [55] but the water or oil base of these products
raises questions regarding potential increases in RCF under certain
conditions.

12. Influence of maintenance

Maintenance will have a very decisive role in preventing
adverse – and in particular safety related – effects of wear and RCF.
This relates to the entire maintenance chain including its quality
and scheduling. In general, poor maintenance will lead to higher
load magnitudes that will result in both higher wear and faster
crack formation and growth (see [50] for an explanation of this
apparent paradox). Poor quality in maintenance and inspection
may cause cracks and severely worn profiles to be undetected. In
addition, poorly organized maintenance may lead to a situation
where cracks are not mitigated before they reach a critical size
that will cause fracture. This critical crack size will in turn be
shorter if load levels are high due to poor or insufficient main-
tenance of tracks and vehicles.

The magnitude and nature of the contribution of maintenance
to accidents will vary widely. It is thus very important that failure
investigations consider the specific maintenance practices and
how (the lack of) these practices may have affected the failure.

13. Concluding remarks

While much is understood about surface fatigue and its impact
on defects, broken rails and safety, there remains much to learn.
Some questions, all related to, but some not explicitly mentioned
in this paper, that need answering include the following:

1. Is it possible to quantify a severity of surface fatigue cracking at
which the effectiveness of ultrasonic detection is seriously
compromised?

2. What are the crack driving forces when there are multiple
cracks in close proximity, and when/why does a dominant
crack form?

3. What are the conditions under which a long, but otherwise
dormant crack deviates deep into the rail and precipitates
a break?

4. Which is more dangerous: widely spaced cracks or densely
spaced cracks?

5. While the mechanism of fluid entrapment and subsequent crack
face lubrication and hydraulic crack propagation appears to be
sound theory, is there any way – experimentally or otherwise –

to distinguish the contribution of these two phenomena in an
operating railway, and to establish the volume of water or
lubricant in an operational crack and thereby model and
quantify its effect?

6. What happens with cracks that are not fully removed during a
rail grinding cycle? Are these residual cracks benign or are they
more or less dangerous than new cracks?
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